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Executive Summary

The impacts of Hurricane Irma (Irma) on Office of the Government House, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas,
US Virgin Islands have been significant. Since Hurricane Irma made landfall in September 2017, essential
government services have been suspended as a result of direct damages from Hurricane Irma. The day
to day services transacted with the Territory�s government are essential to restore personal and
business affairs, all of which are needed to restart the Territory�s social and economic recovery, post
disaster.

In addition to critical service disruptions, Government House, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas is one of a
small number of iconic historic buildings within the Virgin Islands that acts as an unique culture marker
in the 19th century Danish Colonial style and anchor to community life in the town of Charlotte Amalie.

On St. Thomas, Irma produced peak sustained winds of 175 MPH. The impacts of Irma�s unprecedented
winds combined with the storm�s torrential rains caused significant damages to the Office of the
Governor's House and its respective building systems. Extreme, sustained wind speeds caused
significant damage to 75% of all exterior storm shutters and windows and resulted in significant water
intrusion that compromised major facility�s systems such as heating ventilation and air conditioning
systems (HVAC), electrical systems, and exterior envelope and fenestrations and damaged fixtures,
furnishings and equipment. Water intrusion also caused widespread microbial inculcation (e.g. mold)
throughout facility interiors, damaging furnishings, thus undermining the facility�s capacity to support
essential government functions. Cracks at concrete stair stringers from main building entry level to
lower level resulted from settlement at base of stair due to storm water saturated earth at subgrade
wall and slab.

During November 2017, AECOM conducted a preliminary disaster damage assessment at the
Government House in Charlotte Amalie, which included visual observations of impacts to the
facility. This report provides an overview of the level of damage that was observed at the time of that
assessment, and also includes a rough order of magnitude cost estimate for repairs of the facilities. The
preliminary disaster damage assessment teams included electrical engineers, historic architects and
Secretary of Interior qualified historic preservationists, structural engineers, electrical engineers, and
mechanical engineers. Based on this preliminary assessment, the estimated total cost of repairs is
$4,639,000. To materially understand the scope of damages to the facility and understand costs
associated with rehabilitating the facility�s disaster damage impacts in accordance with the Secretary of
Interior Standards for Historic Rehabilitation under the National Historic Preservation Act, a
comprehensive disaster damage assessment is still required along with consultation with the Territory�s
Historic Preservation Officer.

If mothballing of the facilities is required, The Secretary of the Interior�s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties requires a detailed condition assessment, cleaning, stabilization and shoring of
ceilings and damaged structural members, protection from additional water infiltration, removal of
valuable antiques, paintings, objects, and architectural details (such as lighting fixtures, hardware, etc.)
to secure facilities; securing the buildings to prevent vandalism; provision of sufficient ventilation to
prevent additional growth of mold, and a plan to monitor the buildings.
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Event Declaration & Event Description

Hurricane Irma Event Description

Hurricane Irma (Irma) was an extremely powerful and catastrophic Cape Verde type hurricane, the
strongest observed in the Atlantic since 2005. Irma was the first Category 5 hurricane to strike the
Leeward Islands on record. Irma caused widespread and catastrophic damages on St. Thomas and St.
John and resulted to minor to moderate damages on St. Croix and Water Island.

According to the National Hurricane Center, Irma developed on August 30, 2017 near the Cape Verde
Islands and rapidly intensified to become a Category 2 hurricane on the Saffir�Simpson scale within 24
hours. On September 4, Irma strengthened into a Category 4 hurricane. As it continued to approach the
Leeward Islands, Irma underwent another rapid intensification, becoming a Category 5 hurricane by
11:45 UTC on September 5 with winds of 175 mph (280 km/h). This extremely powerful hurricane
continued to intensify with peak sustained winds of 185 mph (295 km/h) on September 6 as Irma
continued is destructive path.

A VIIRS satellite image of Hurricane Irma on September 3

Irma caused catastrophic damages as a Category 5 hurricane in the US Virgin Islands (USVI), particularly
on St. Thomas and St. John where at least 12 inches of rain fell over a period of X hours. The electrical
power grid on St. Thomas and St. John were devastated with over 85% of all primary power being
knocked out by high winds. Over 10,000 homes and apartments were severely impacted by Hurricane
Irma. Four deaths were directly caused by Irma in USVI with approximately 30 people reported missing
as of November 2017.

FEMA designated the Hurricane Irma incident period for USVI from September 5 7, 2017 and issued a
major disaster declaration covering all developed and inhabited islands within the Territory on
September 7, 2017. The FEMA designation for USVI Hurricane Irma is DR 4335.
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Infrared loop of Hurricane Irma approaching the northern Leeward Islands on September 5, around the time of its upgrade to a Category 5
hurricane

Disaster impacts were exacerbated by the landfall of Category 5 Hurricane Maria fewer than 2 weeks
later in USVI.

Disaster Damage Type(s)

Damage Cause:
Non Flood: Wind Driven, Roof Damage, Water Intrusion.
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Description of Facilities

Facility Name: Government House, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, USVI
Facility Owner: Government of The US Virgin Islands
Address: Kongens Gade 21 22, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands
Number of Facilities: 1
Name & Number of Each Facility: Government House

GPS Coordinates: 296135m E 2029155.23 m N UTM
Square Footage of Facility: need square footage
Type of Facility and Use: Government, civic
Parcel Number: Property ID No. 105401370700
Facility Description

Year Built: 1865 67
Building Materials: brick load bearing walls, corrugated metal roof
Number of Stories: 3
Entry Access Points:

Do any special conditions affect damages or repairs? (e.g. grade, supply chain access)
Building is listed in the National Register of Historic Places, special conditions for any
repairs will apply (see below for more information)
The building is located on an island; supply chain access will be a concern

Is the facility in the floodplain? NO
Site amenities/features (e.g. bleachers/grandstand)

Brick and rubble masonry retaining walls with stucco finish
Metal light posts on site; posts flanking entry steps are gas lamps that were electrified
Wood bobby stand/ guard house
Brick, multi level patio
Brick steps to patio levels
Brick planters
Ornamental wrought iron fences and gate with stuccoed masonry posts
Flagpoles
Ornamental trees

National Register Listing Status:
Listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1976 as a contributing building to the
Charlotte Amalie Historic District.
Also individually eligible for listing in the National Register under Criteria A and C (and
probably B) at the state level of significance, with the legal boundary of the property as
the NR boundary.

Architectural Provenance (summary level)
The Government House in Charlotte Amalie was constructed 1865 67. It was built by the
Colonial Council of St. Thomas and St. John under Danish rule, as a residence for the
Vice Governor of the Danish West Indies (the Vice Governor lived in Charlotte Amalie,
the Governor in St. Croix), who was also the President of the Colonial Council of St.
Thomas and St. John.
The building was designed by the Colonial Council of St. Thomas and St. John, with Otto
Marstrand, a merchant, as the chief designer and Major Strandgaard as the Building
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Inspector. It was constructed by contractor and master carpenter Richard Bright from
1865 66 and then by George Nunes and Co. after the death of Bright.
The United States acquired the U.S. Virgin Islands in 1917; the Government House in
Charlotte Amalie became the residence of the Governor in the 1930s. The interior of the
building was heavily renovated at this time. The rear building, courtyard, courtyard
steps, and addition to the building on the right elevation all likely date to this period.

Historic Building Materials, Means & Methods:
Exterior, load bearing brick walls (painted)
Low, hipped roof covered with corrugated metal set into parapet wall
Two story, cast iron front porch
Smooth plaster interior walls and ceilings

Character Defining Features
Site:

Retaining walls with buttresses and stuccoed finish
Exterior:

Load bearing masonry walls constructed of buff brick, with stretcher bond headers
every 4th course and corner quoins, a stringcourse of two projecting header courses with
a separating, recessed stretcher course between the second and third stories, and a
projecting cornice with brick dentils.

Figure 1: Brick quoins, dentils, cornice, cast iron porch, rubble masonry retaining walls with stucco finish, wrought iron
fence, metal lamp posts

Two story, cast iron front porch with cast iron, fluted columns, cast iron beams,
decorative railings, steel tie rods, a wooden frame roof, and a cast iron cornice.
Parapet wall with inset, low, hipped roof covered with corrugated metal and no eaves
Historic or reproduction French doors on 2nd floor to patio and upper level front porch
appear to match doors in 1958 HABS photos and data report�in swinging, 8 lights on
each leaf, 4 light transoms above.
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Figure 2: French doors on 2nd level with transom

Windows with concrete frames, a projecting sill, and brick jack arches above.
Drip molding entablatures with a simple frieze over windows and doors on 1st and 2nd

floor
Historic shutters are ¼� metal units, plain on the exterior and patterned with diagonal
lozenges on interior.

Figure 3: Exterior shutters with wrought iron connections, jack arches and drip molding over doors

Interior:
Plaster walls and ceilings
Wood panel interior doors with transoms
Decorative wooden baseboards, chair rails (2nd floor)
Interior spatial arrangement�lobby/foyer on 1st floor, large ballroom on 2nd floor ,
formal dining area on 2nd floor
Peppino Mangravite murals on 1st floor, foyer (1930s)
Columns and pilasters in lobby/ foyer
Mahogany, semicircular steps in lobby/ foyer
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Figure 4: Mahogany semicircular steps, square columns and pilasters, metal railing, murals, period lighting, plaster walls
and ceiling, baseboards, and crown molding

Metal railing on gallery in lobby/ foyer
Concrete steps and metal railing to 2nd and 3rd floors

Figure 5: Concrete steps and metal railing

Original or reproduction lighting fixtures throughout significant interior rooms (foyer,
ballroom, etc.)
Crown molding in important interior rooms: foyer, ballroom, etc.

Information on Historic Fabric
According to the HABS documentation, the interior of the building was heavily
remodeled in the 1930s. Many of the interior finishes, as well as the interior structural
frame of the building (concrete floors and stairs), appear to date to that time period.
This time period should, at least preliminarily, be considered within the period of
significance of the building; features from the time period would therefore be
character defining.
There were originally murals painted in the entrance vestibule by the Danish painter
Frederick Visby, but those were removed or covered over in the 1930s.
The original floors would have been narrow pitch pine boards. The current floors are
modern flooring over a concrete base on the 2nd and 3rd floors. Non historic marble tile
covers the floor on the first level.
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Marble urns flanking front doors in lobby may be historic, but might be a non historic
alteration
Windows appear to be non historic replacement units; HABS photos and data report
from 1958 note 6/6 double hung, steel sash units over 3 light hopper units with screens
between shutters and glazed sash (these may have dated to the 1930s renovation�it is
possible that the current windows are closer to the original)
Secondary spaces in rear addition do not have character defining features
3rd floor interior spaces appear to have been remodeled in the late twentieth century
with modern finishes.

Do any special conditions affect repairs of damages or repairs?

Yes, any repairs to the building will require coordination with the National Park Service, Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, and US Virgin Islands State Historic Preservation Office under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. Repairs will need to meet the Secretary of
the Interior�s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (SOI Standards).

Does the facility or parts of the facility need to be mothballed to SOI Standards?

If the facility is not going to be returned to use immediately, it should be mothballed to SOI
Standards:

Documentation
this requires a full condition assessment

Clean building
Remove water logged or water holding materials such as curtains,
carpets, upholstery, and drywall
Halt and remove mold growth. Non porous materials, plaster and
wood can be cleaned and disinfected rather than removed and
disposed.

Secure the building
Take measures to protect the exterior envelope from additional
water infiltration (secure roof tarps to address missing or damaged
roofs).
This may need to include the removal of valuable objects to a
secure location (paintings, tapestries, furniture, tableware, lighting,
decorative architectural details, etc.)
The building has shutters and security gates. It is likely that closing
and locking these on accessible windows and doors from the
interior will be sufficient as a security measure.
Where doors, windows, and shutters are damaged or destroyed so
that they are not secure, if there is a need to board over doors
and/or windows or install these panels or temporary security gates,
the existing shutters should be temporarily removed and restored
and the method of installation of the secure modern feature should
not cause permanent damage to historic materials (i.e. plywood
panels secured with screws instead of nails).
Windows and doors that are not vulnerable to break ins can be left
un shuttered to improve interior ventilation.
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Provide Adequate Ventilation
Masonry buildings in humid climates are difficult to adequately
ventilate.
Passive, vigorous, air changes of 3 to 4 per hour are required. It may
be necessary to consult with a mechanical engineer regarding
adequate ventilation while mothballed to prevent new mold
growth.
If there is no electricity in the building, it may be necessary to open
windows and install temporary louvered screens or plywood panels
fitted with aluminum louvered vents 24x24 and 24x36. Louvered
openings should be equivalent to 5 10% of the sq. footage of each
floor. Louvers should be located to give cross ventilation, i.e. both
East and West.
If entry doors can be secured open with a vent slot of 6� they should
not be shut tight.
All interior doors should be secured in the open position to allow for
chimney effect ventilation.
Third floor annex addition should have the west windows open at all
times, except during rain events with west driven rain.
Monitoring devices may be necessary to track internal temperature
and humidity

Secure Mechanical Systems and Utilities
Cutting off mechanical systems is not ideal for security and probably
not necessary, as the building will likely not be mothballed long
term. Mechanical systems should only be cut if they present a fire
hazard.

Create a Maintenance Plan
Set up a plan for regular building inspection to identify mold, leaks,
pest infestation, break ins, etc.
Maintain exterior of the property

Clean gutters and downspouts
Ensure buildings are secure
Trim and clear vegetation

Shoring/stabilization
Take temporary measures to address any structural members that
require shoring to prevent failure and additional damage.

Are there high level specifications that must be met to ensure that historic fabric is not damage
during emergency repairs?
Drying out the buildings

Using heat to dry out the structures may damage historic materials. Natural ventilation
is the best way to dry architectural materials.
Open windows and doors to provide natural ventilation. However, if windows or doors
are swollen shut, do not force them to open.
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Fans can help speed the ventilation process without further damage to materials. Fans
directing air from the inside to the outside can also help move mold spores out of the
building after cleaning.

Security
If there is a need to board over doors and/or windows or install security gates, the
existing shutters should be temporarily removed and stored for future reinstallation.
The method of installation of the secure modern feature should not cause permanent
damage to historic materials.

Removal and disposal of damaged or moldy materials
Antiques and reproduction furniture, important art work, and objects such as china and
silver service should be cleaned, repaired, and stored to return to the building at a
future date.
Historic architectural materials should be retained and preserved in place, wherever
possible.

Do not dispose of detached architectural materials. Mark where they came
from, if known, and store for possible future reinstallation.
To remove soil and mold on historic non porous materials, plaster finishes, and
wood (trim, doors, windows, etc.) surface cleaned and disinfect using a
standard, all purpose, non sudsing, non phosphate cleanser (generally use a
solution of bleach and water). Rinse surfaces but do not apply pressure wash.
Generally, plaster should be allowed to dry prior to determining if it must be
replaced. Loose plaster in immediate danger of failing can be secured in place
with screws and plaster washers. However, areas of plaster ceilings with a
sagging area with a diameter of 3 feet or greater may need to be carefully
removed to prevent injury and minimize damage to surrounding material. In
some cases, ceiling medallions can be held in place with a fabric sling as a
stabilization method.
If plaster or wood ceilings contain standing water, these may need to be
removed. Drill drain holes to allow water to drain and retain removed
architectural materials, where possible.
Historic 2nd floor porch deck should be retained, if possible and should not be
removed as part of emergency repairs (the decision as to whether the deck can
be retained can be made at a later stage). Removing nails, screws, or tacks will
allow for movement and prevent warping. The deck should also be protected
from foot traffic until completely dry and ready to refinish.
Historic wood doors, cabinets, and trim that have been damaged by water may
be carefully removed prior to cleaning and sanitizing them and allowed to dry
thoroughly, but should be marked with location and saved for reinstallation.

Stabilization of failing walls and emergency repairs to plaster/stucco on wall surfaces
Failing landscape walls may need emergency stabilization/shoring until they can
be repaired. This should be a temporary, reversible method, if possible.
If repairing instead of shoring up the walls, damage should be minimized to
adjacent areas during repair.
Where mortar is failing on exposed rubble walls, replace mortar without
dismantling the wall, where possible, with a loose mortar to fill the voids. Loose
mortar should not be too hard for the surrounding stone or mortar.
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Care should be taken in the removal of the damaged stucco so as not to
dislodge load bearing rocks or bricks, creating large holes that need to be
rebuilt.

Are there character defining or other features that must be immediately stabilized or
rehabilitated in order to mitigate risk of serious deterioration or loss?

The missing roof on the rear addition needs to be replaced or secured to
prevent additional damage from rain.
The broken skylight over the 1st floor, 1930s addition on right elevation should
be repaired or secured to prevent additional water infiltration and damage to
interior spaces.
Metal lamp posts on each side of the steps are historic and should be retained.
Murals in the lobby are character defining features from the 1930s they need to
be immediately stabilized to mitigate the risk of additional deterioration and
loss. This will require the use of an art restoration specialist, as there is severe
mold growth.
Many of the interior finishes are character defining features from the 1930s and
require preservation, ideally in place. If materials such as crown molding,
baseboard, wood trim, and lighting fixtures are damaged, see above
specifications for preserving them.
Severe damage to the interior spaces in the rear addition may require
demolition and disposal of architectural material. Preliminary assessment
indicates that these spaces and materials are not character defining and
disposal may be acceptable. However, this may require coordination with the
State Historic Preservation Office according to the regulations codified in 36 CFR
800.
Mold growth throughout the building is severe and needs to be addressed
immediately to prevent additional damage to materials.
The rear retaining wall behind the storage building appears to be failing and will
likely require immediate stabilization or repair to mitigate risk of additional
damage.

Description of Direct Disaster Damages & Causation

Based on the initial assessments that were conducted by AECOM during November 2017, the overall
damage to the facility is considered Catastrophic.

The facility sustained hurricane force winds causing significant damage to various building envelope
components. 100% of the roofing system and structure of the rear addition roof was damaged, various
shutters and windows were compromised by the hurricane force winds and windblown debris and
sustained winds further damaged the water proofing integrity of the exterior wall finish system. Due to
the wind driven rain entering the structure through the storm compromised building envelope, 100% of
all interior surfaces were saturated with water on all levels of structure. Gypsum board and or plaster
ceilings and walls, wood floors, carpets, interior fixtures and furniture and all building systems suffered
severe water damage. A large portion of these surfaces also suffered hurricane force windblown debris
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impact damage. The remediation efforts necessary as a result of this water and impact damage will
require repair or replacement of a significant portion of wall partitions and building systems.

Interior Roof damage at addition

Due to the significant rain fall, water intrusion and climatic conditions and the inability to dehumidify
the water saturated structure, mold began to grow on all surfaces, walls ceilings, floors, fixtures and
furniture.

Interior Mold on walls, ceilings and fixtures
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Interior Mold on furniture

Interior water damaged cabinets

Various exterior fixtures and furnishings sustained damage due to hurricane force winds and debris
impact. All exterior lighting was damaged. Exterior stair wall and site retaining walls were damaged.
Guard booth was completely damaged.

The summaries below describe the damage that was observed. Our preliminary analysis of the disaster
damage and a description of the requirements to repair the damage are delineated by general category
below. The quantities of effort by specific area from this preliminary assessment are detailed in
Appendix B of this document.

General Requirements
Throughout the process of repairs outlined below, temporary protective measures will be required to
protect portions of the Historic structure as different phases of repairs are underway.

In addition, temporary protective measures will be required to prevent further damage to the existing
historic structure. Some temporary measures have been taken to protect the building, including:
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placement of blue tarp over damaged roof of addition, light demolition and removal of water saturated
carpet and the boarding up of damaged windows. Additional measures would be required to repair the
building envelope and prevent additional water infiltration, mold growth, and other damages.

Blue Tarp over Roof damage at addition

Existing Conditions
The extreme winds experienced during the hurricane caused significant damage to the building
envelope, the systems that separate the interior of the building from the outside environment.

Because of the damaged envelope, wind driven rain infiltrated the building, creating a moist
environment that is conducive to mold growth. The facility has become infused with mold, with mold
observed on walls, ceilings, floors and fixtures and furniture, not only superficially but inside wall
cavities, and above ceilings. In addition to mold growth, the penetration of water due to the failure of
the building envelope caused direct damage to some building systems, the heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems and electrical systems.

Interior damaged lighting fixture
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Damaged exterior lighting fixtures

Damaged Mechanical Units

Damaged Mechanical Units

As a result of storm driven rain water intrusion, 100% of the facility will required mold remediation.
6,500 sf of mold damaged material will need to be cleaned and repaired or removed and disposed.
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6,500 sf of addition debris will need to be removed. In some cases restoration vs replacement will be
required due to the historic nature of this structure. Non permeable materials, as well as plaster and
wood, can be cleaned and treated rather than removed and disposed. As most interior finishes on the
third floor, rear addition, and floors throughout the building are not original, non historic materials may
be removed and replaced following SOI Standards.

Interior Wood Floors Water Damage

Interior Wood Floors Water Damage
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Interior Roof damage at addition

Concrete and Masonry
As a result of hurricane force winds and hydrostatic water damage, major repair or replacement of 100%
of the site retaining wall will be required. 25% of the exterior brick stair wall will need to be repaired and
replaced as a result of damage due to hurricane force winds. 100% of exterior stucco and masonry will
require repair due to damage by sustained hurricane driven rain and debris. Structural repairs to the
concrete and masonry walls should be made using recognized preservation methods to meet SOI
standards. New mortar in the masonry wall and plaster exterior finish should be compatible in hardness
and permeability to surrounding material.

Wall Cracks at exterior stair wall
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Wall Cracks at exterior stair wall

Woods
100% of structural wood framing for the building addition roof damaged by hurricane force winds will
need to be replaced. 100% of wood framing for guard booth damaged by hurricane force winds will
need to be replaced. The roof and framing are not historic, but replacement materials will need to meet
SOI Standards. It is possible that repairs to the building may allow the reversal of inappropriate, non
historic alterations, such as the roof addition.

Doors, windows, and louvers
As a result of Hurricane force winds and debris impact damage, 10 doors will need to be refinished, 15
water damaged windows will need to be replaced or repaired and 20 windows will need to be reglazed.
Windows are not original, but repairs should follow SOI Standards.Many of the doors are historic and
should be repaired to SOI Standards, including retention and reinstallation of historic hardware.

Finishes
As a result of storm driven rain intrusion, 4000 sf of water damaged drywall will need to be removed,
19,000sf of water damaged interior ceiling and wall gypsum board and /or plaster will need to be
repaired and or replaced, 40,000sf of interior walls, ceilings and trim will need to be repainted, 5,000sf
of water saturated carpet will need to be replaced. Non permeable materials, as well as plaster and
wood, can be cleaned and treated rather than removed and disposed. Non historic interior finishes may
be removed and replaced, following SOI Standards.
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Interior water damaged ceiling tiles

Interior Plaster Water Damage

Interior Plaster Water Damage
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Interior Carpet Water Damaged had been removed

100% of building exterior finishes (paint) will need to be replaced due to extensive damage from
sustained hurricane force driven rain and debris. To meet SOI Standards, deteriorated paint on the
exterior surfaces must be removed with the gentlest means possible (hand scraping to the next sound
level) prior to repainting, and a compatible paint coating system must be applied. Likewise, rust and
deteriorated paint should be removed from the cast iron front porch using the gentlest means possible
prior to repainting. The wood deck on the second level of the front porch should be evaluated to
determine if it can be sanded and repainted or requires in kind replacement and the work should also
meet SOI Standards.

Exterior paint damaged, broken windows and shutters
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Exterior water damage



Appendices

The building is a contributing resource to the Charlotte Amalie Historic District, which is listed in the
National Register of Historic Places. The nomination is attached to this report.

Photographs of the historic building are also on file with the Library of Congress, Historic American
Building Survey collection. This data can be found at the following link:
https://www.loc.gov/resource/hhh.vi0043.photos?q=Government+House%2C+Charlotte+Amalie%2C+St
.+Thomas%2C+VI&st=gallery




















































